EXOFIT NEX™ FULL BODY HARNESSES

THE NEXT GENERATION FULL BODY HARNESS
ExoFit NEX™ Climbing
Harness, Ideal For The
Professional Performing
Rescue And Emergency
Services, Industrial Rope
Access, Abseiling And
Tower Work
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Get into the Best!

EXOFIT NEX™ FULL BODY HARNESSES

EXOFIT NEX™
Climbing Harness

EXOFIT NEXTM Full Body Harness Range
ExoFit NEX™ full body harnesses provide
comfort, function and durability that have never
been experienced with a fall protection harness
. . . until now! With first-of-its-kind features and
benefits, the ExoFit NEX provides the highest
level of safety and the utmost comfort with
technologically advanced hardware, soft yet
extremely durable anti-absorbent webbing,
strategically placed padding, and protective
elements that prolong the service life of the
harness.
Feature & Benefits
• Large front and rear fall arrest rated stand-up
Tech-Lite™ aluminium D-rings for fast, easy and safe
connections to fall protection system.
•L
 arge side Tech-Lite™ aluminium D-rings for work
positioning or pole strap use.
•L
 arge abdominal Tech-Lite™ aluminium D-rings for
working in suspension.
•T
 ech-Lite™ aluminium D-rings are extremely lightweight
for added security and comfort.
•D
 uo-Lok™ quick-connect buckles with memory-fit
web-lock on legs and shoulder for fast non-slipping
connections ensuring an exact fit every time.
•F
 ully adjustable, waist, shoulder and leg straps, for a
perfect fit every time.
•R
 eflective material integrated onto chest, shoulders
and back for greater visibility in dark and dangerous
environments.
•W
 aist belt with wide padded lower back/hip pad for
added support and comfort.
•4
 tool D-rings and 3 PVC coated gear loops
accommodate and provide easy access to essential tools
and equipment.
• I ntegral suspension seat storage clips on rear back
support pad to clip optional specialist suspension seat up
and out of the way for unhindered climbing.
•R
 EPEL™ Technology Webbing construction, repels
liquids, naturally self-cleaning and enhances durability.
•R
 eflective material integrated onto shoulders and
back for greater visibility in dark and dangerous
environments.
•N
 on-slip hybrid comfort padding on shoulders, back,
leg and hip provide a durable lightweight moisture
wicking and breathable padding that won’t move or slip,
incorporating ultra soft edging that doesn’t rub or chafe,
keeping the wearer comfortable at all times.
•M
 oulded lanyard keepers easily accept larger hooks and
break away to avoid a trip hazard.

Small

683S4016

Medium

683M4016

Large

683L4016

Extra Large

683XL4016

•E
 asy grip end tabs and keepers for fast efficient and
secure web adjustment.
•F
 ully adjustable, waist, shoulder and leg straps, for a
perfect fit every time.
• Clearly labelled /identifiable attachment points.
•L
 abels conveniently located in a single location
and safeguarded by a unique cover protecting vital
information - donning instructions, harness data,
inspection log, product certification and i-Safe™ tag.
• Colour coded sizing for easy identification.
•B
 uilt-in carrying pocket conveniently holds and protects
a mobile phone, camera, MP3 player or other delicate
items.
•S
 uperior “X” design wraps around the wearer for
ultimate comfort and no-tangle security.
•A
 nti roll-out design – designed to minimise the risk of
roll-out when connecting a DBI-SALA lanyard or SRL
with either double locking hooks, Capital Safety patented
trigger action hooks or karabiners to a large fall arrest
rated D-ring.
• i-Safe™ enabled to track inspections, control inventory
and manage information.
•B
 onus harness storage backpack, packed in a
hard wearing PVC backed moisture resistant nylon
construction backpack with breathable woven side
panels, ensures your Exofit Nex™ harness is kept free
from damage when not in use.
•C
 omfort guarantee - every ExoFit™ Nex harness is
backed by our 30 day comfort guarantee, if you are not
completely satisfied with your purchase return it within
30 days for a full refund.
• Available in Small, Medium, Large and Extra Large sizes.
•C
 ertified to AS/NZS 1891.1 and Conforms to AS/NZS
4488.1 & 2 Twin Rope Access Standard.
DBI-SALA harnesses are manufactured in a wide variety to suit your
specific needs and applications, visit www.capitalsafety.com.au to
view our entire range.
For full product Specifications refer to our ExoFit NEX™
Specification sheet.
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